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Ansrucr
The proportions ofaggregatedN substitutional defects,platelet intensities, and bulk N
contents have been quantitatively determined in type Ia diamonds from the Argyle and
Ellendale olivine lamproite pipes (Kimberley block of northwest Australia) and alluvial
deposits in western and central Kalimantan (Indonesia) and Copeton (easternAustralia)
using Fourier transform infrared (FIIR) microscopy.
The extent ofconversion ofA defects(a pair ofsubstitutional N atoms) to the aggregated
B form is a function of the temperature history, mantle residencetime (/**), and N concentration of diamond. We have used Argyle eclogitic diamonds, which have well-constrained equilibration temperatures(average x1255'O and short mantle residency (0.4
Ga), together with experimental data to refine the values of the activation energy(E.) and
Arrhenius constant(A) for the A - B reaction.We obtain E"/R: 8.16 + 0.13 x 104K
(8":7.03 eV) and ln(A,/atomicppm-' t-t;:
13.51.Kinetic modeling shows that the
reaction is sensitive to time-averagedtemperatures(designatedI*o) in the range 10501300'C and that such temperaturesare not necessarilyequivalent to those determined by
silicate inclusion geothermometry.
The results show that the Ellendaleeclogitic diamonds were resident in cool lithosphere
and have not experienced the higher temperatures typical of Argyle diamonds. Constraints
from inclusion geothermometryindicate that Ellendale eclogitic diamonds must be younger than Argyle diamonds, and a Phanerozoic ageis suggested.Copeton diamonds comprise a yellow hrCh-N group (>500 ppm l0 and a colorlesslow-N group (<400 ppm N).
They are constrained to a seriesof moderate temperature isotherms (I"^ = l07G-1 145
"C, for lr" : 1.6 Ga) and have an extent of N-defect conversion consistentwith long-term
mantle storage. Remarkably, some of the Kalimantan alluvial and Ellendale peridotitic
diamonds lie on the tightly constrainedhighest temperature (1145 "C) Copeton isotherm,
suggestingthese diamonds may have had a common origin in ancient Gondwanaland
lithosphere that has been dispersedby more recent tectonic processes.A caseis made for
diamond survival in remnant subcontinental lithosphere underlying southeastAsian and
easternAustralian microcontinental blocks that separatedfrom the northeasternGondwanaland margin during the Paleozoic.
Inasmuch as the N-defect characteristics of diamond reflect a unique mantle thermal
history, they may prove useful in provenancestudiesof alluvial diamonds, in paleotectonic
reconstructions, and in deducing the thermal evolution of subcontinental lithosphere, when
combined with data from inclusion and xenolith geothermometry.

IrvrnotucrroN

dominant nonparamagnetictypes: the A defect, which is
a pair of substitutional N atoms, and the B-defect,which
consists of four N atoms arranged tetrahedrally about a
vacancy (Bursill, 1983; Bursill and Glaisher, 1985). A
and B defects and a third defect of uncertain structure
known as D give rise to characteristic infrared (IR) ab-

Most natural diamonds (>900/0)contain substitutional
N impurities in amounts ranging from a few atomic ppm
up to -5000 atomic ppm (Bibby, 1982). Such diamonds
are termed type Ia and contain N in lattice defects of two
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sorptionsfrom which the quantitative proportions ofeach
defect type can be determined (Davies, l98l; Clark and
Davey, 1984a;Woods, 1986).
Experimental work at high pressuresand temperatures
(Allen and Evans, l98l; Evansand Qi, 1982)has shown
that A defectscombine to form B defectsin measurable
amounts at temperatures>2400 "C for experiment times
of -l h. Evans and Qi calculated an activation energy
for this processand showed that at upper mantle temperaturesthe A * B conversion will take place on reasonablegeologicaltime scales.Subsequently,Evans and
Harris (1989)modeledthe reactionkinetically and showed
that the relative proportion of A and B defects can be
used to provide an estimate of the diamond storagetemperature in the mantle or the mantle residencetime of
diamond. Evans and Harris pointed out, however, that a
more precisecalibration of the kinetic equations was required before the technique could be reliably used as a
geothermometeror geochronometer.
Sequenceof N aggregation
Experimental studies have shown that the A - B aggregation reaction is part of an overall aggregationsequencethat begins with the incorporation of singly substituted N, as point defects,into the diamond srruoure
during diamond gfowth in the mantle (Dyer et al., 1965
Chrenko et al., 1977). Diamonds with an abundance of
singly substituted N atoms are known as type Ib; most
synthetic diamonds are of this type. During high temperature annealing the singly substituted N atoms migrate
and combine to form the more stable A defects, comprising a pair of N atoms on adjacentsites(Davies, 1976).
Further aggregationresults in the formation ofB defects,
or aggregatesoffour N atoms and a vacany (Evans and
Harris, 1989). Associated with B-aggregateformation is
the concurrent production of larger planar structures
known as platelets, which are identifiable by their characteristicB' localized mode IR absorption. In addition to
thesedominant aggregations,a minor side reaction in the
A - B aggregationprocessmay produce N3 centers (a
paramagneticdefect consisting of three N atoms and a
vacancy).N3 centersimpart a characteristicyellow color
in B-defect-rich diamonds of high N content (Harris,
1987).
Platelets may ultimately degrade to form a diamond
with pure B character or may undergo catastrophic degradation, forming dislocation loops, which results in
platelet-depleteddiamonds containing mixed A and B
defects(Woods, 1986).Diamonds that show platelet degradation have been termed irregular by Woods (1986),
whereasthose in which the reaction A - B * platelets
has proceeded in a smooth fashion have been termed
regular. Among diamonds from the Argyle mine, Harris
and Collins (1985) have recognizedthat a high proportion of the eclogitic diamonds are platelet-degraded-a
featurethat is, at present,apparentlyunique to the Argyle
diamond population and suggestsan atypical mantle history comparedwith other diamond provinces worldwide.
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There has been considerable controversy concerning
the structure, chemical composition, and mechanism of
degradationof platelets(Lang, 1979;Humble, 19821,Barry et al., 1985;Bursill and Glaisher,1985;Woods, 1986).
Although many authors have assumedthat platelets are
N rich, recent IR spectroscopicdata (Woods, 1986) support the view that platelets are largely carbonaceousdefects and actually contain little N. The strong B' IR absorption at *1370 cm t has been assignedby Woods to
the stretchingvibration of C-C bonds within the platelet.
Diamond sourceregions in the upper mantle
There has been much interest in defining the P, T, fo,
and age of diamond sourceregions in the upper mantle.
Haggerty(1986) presenteda detailed model for the structure ofthe subcontinentallithosphere and suggestedthat
B-defect-rich type Ia diamonds will predominate among
eclogitic source rocks at the base of the lithosphere,
whereasA-defect-rich diamonds will be prevalent in the
cooler interior of the lithosphere where peridotites will
be the major host. Haggerty further srggestedthat type
II diamonds (which have essentiallyno IR-active substitutional N) will be mainly found in eclogitic, N-depleted
mantle, and type Ib diamonds will be restricted to the
uppermost interior of the lithosphere. Although this conceptual model offers a starting point for understanding
diamond distribution in the upper mantle, it is basedon
an assumedthermal structure for the lithosphere and asthenosphere(derived mainly from xenolith and diamond
inclusion geothermobarometry)and on the assumption
of generally old Archean ages (>3 Ga) for macrodiamonds. Furthermore, recent studies of peridotitic and
eclogitic diamonds from the Finsch and Premier pipes
(Deines et al., 1989) have demonstratedthat type II diamonds can occur in both the eclogitic and peridotitic
parageneses,
and in certain pipes may be more common
among peridotitic paragenesisdiamonds. Deines et al.
(1989) also showedthat eclogiticdiamonds from the same
pipe may have a wide range ofN contents and aggregation states.
It is now known from isotopic dating studies that diamond formation is not restricted to the Archean. Diamonds of the eclogitic paragenesis,in particular, appear
to have largely formed beneath cratonic regions during
the Proterozoic(Kramers, 1979;Richardson, 1986; Smith
et al., 1989;Phillips et al., 1989),and in somecasesmultiple episodesof diamond formation are indicated. Since
the extent of A - B conversion in type Ia diamonds is
sensitive to residencetime in the mantle as well as temperature and total N content (Evans and Harris, 1989),
correlation ofthe proportion ofA or B defectswith the
depth of the diamond sourceregion as suggestedby Haggerty (1986) is not straightforward. Furthermore, if there
are multiple source regions for diamond sampled by the
same kimberlite or lamproite pipe, then the statistical
validity in characterizingthe diamond sourceby silicate
inclusion geothermobarometry, which necessarilycan only
involve a small percentageof the diamond population,
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may be questionable.This has beenrecognizedby Deines
et al. (1989), who have identified several distinct populations among Finsch and Premier diamonds and therefore caution against generalized interpretations of diamond source regions where commonality of origin of a
diamond suite cannot be assured.A preferable approach
would be to use diamond N aggregationcharacteristics,
which can be determined on any transparenttype Ia sample by IR spectroscopy,to discriminate diamonds from
different mantle sourceregionson the basis of their timetemperature history. From these populations diamonds
could then be selectedfor age dating and geothermobarometry. For alluvial diamonds it is conceivable that their
N aggregationstate could be used to identify the number
of contributing sourcesand, in favorable cases,diamond
provenancecould be determined. In this paper theseconcepts have been applied in an attempt to define mantle
conditions for diamonds from known sources and to
identifu the provenanceof diamonds from alluvial sources.
To assessthe applicability ofN aggregationin characterizing diamond source regions and evolutionary historY, we have measured the Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectra of diamond samples from well-known
lamproite pipe occurrencesin the Kimberley region of
northwest Australia (Argyle, Ellendale-4, and Ellendale9 pipes) and alluvial occurrencesin Kalimantan (approximately 2000 km to the northwest of the Kimberley block)
and Copeton in easternAustralia (about 800 km to the
east of the inferred Precambrian boundary in eastern
Australia). Becausethe alluvial diamonds occur in Paleozoic to Mesozoic terranes in areas remote from stable
cratonic nuclei and occur in sufrcient abundanceto suggestlocal provenance(MacNevin, 1977; Bergman et al.,
1988), the nature of their diamond source regions is of
considerableinterest.
Our approach is to refine the calibration of the kinetic
equations for the A - B aggregationreaction and better
quantit/ the relationships among aggregationstate, time,
temperature, and other variables. We then consider in
detail the N aggregationcharacteristicsofa data set containing 49 diamonds describedbelow.
Smrpr-n DEscRrprroN AND LocALITIES
Argyle diamonds
The Argyle (AKl) pipe in the East Kimberley region is
the world's largest producer of diamonds, 34.6 million
carats were mined in 1988. Rb-Sr and K-Ar dating indicate an emplacementageof l.l8 Ga for the Argyle pipe
(Pidgeonet al., 1989).Argyle diamonds are mostly small
(mean size <0.1 carat) and brown in color, and are typically strongly frosted, plastically deformed, resorbeddodecahedra (Hall and Smith, 1984). Primary inclusions
within the Argyle diamonds are overwhelmingly of eclogitic paragenesis,with orangegarnetbeing the most common, followed by omphacite, coesite,rutile (Nb-Zr bearing), sulfide (FeS),kyanite, and, rarely, Mg-poor ilmenite
and moissanite(o-SiC) (Jaqueset al., 1989).Many stones

contain multiple inclusions, garnet + coesite + omphacite being relatively common.
Ten type Ia eclogitic diamonds from Argyle were included in the data set. Sevenof these,six with Azn series
sample numbers, and diamond AAIT have been documented in terms of their color, morphology, inclusion
mineralogy, and C isotopic composition in Table 8 of
Jaqueset al. (1989). Trace-elementconcentrationsin the
mineral inclusion suite of both Argyle and Ellendale diamonds, determined by proton microprobe, have been
presentedby Griffin et al. (1988). The remaining samples
(A200 series) are pale brown octahedra or pale yellow
dodecahedra with numerous eclogitic inclusions. Rare
peridotitic paragenesis diamonds (-50lo of the population) are also present in the Argyle commercial population but were not sampled in this study. These are
sharp-edgedplanar octahedraldiamonds with etchedand
frosted surfacessimilar to those found within peridotite
xenoliths from the Argyle pipe (Hall and Smith, 1984;
Jaqueset al., 1990).
Ellendale lamproite pipes 4 and 9
The diamondiferous Ellendaleolivine lamproites form
part of the West Kimberley lamproite province, which
comprises more than 100 intrusions, all of Miocene age
(18-22 Ma), located at the northern margin of the Canning Basin and southern flank of the Kimberley block
(Atkinson et al., 1984;Jaqueset al., 1984, 1986).Ellendale pipes 4 and t have the highest diamond grades of
the West Kimberley lamproites: l4 and 5 carats/100metric tons, respectively.
Ellendale stones have a distinctive appearance(Hall
and Smith, 1984).Commercial-sizedstones(> I mm) are
typically yellow, resorbed, rounded dodecahedra with
lustrous, smooth surfaces.A high proportion (60-900i0)
are of gem quality. Below I mm the dominant crystal
form is a planar, step-layered,frosted octahedron,either
colorlessor pale brown. Diamonds from Ellendale pipes
4 andg contain approximately equal proportions of peridotitic and eclogitic inclusions (Jaqueset al., 1989).
Three eclogitic diamonds from the Ellendale-4and two
diamonds from the Ellendale-9 olivine lamproite pipes
were included in the data set (Table l). Silicate inclusions
indicate that one of the Ellendale-9 diamonds (E9l9) is
peridotitic, whereas the other (E9/16) is of uncertain
paragenesis.This latter diamond, however, has a D'3C
value of -6.4%n, close to tllre -5.7Vm average of other
Ellendaleperidotitic suite diamonds (Jaqueset al., 1989),
and therefore it can be confidently assumedalso to be
peridotitic. Full details ofthe stonesincluded in this data
set are given in Table 2.7 ofJaques et al. (1989).
Copetonalluvial diamonds
More than 200 000 carats of alluvial diamonds are recorded as having been produced from the Copeton area
of New SouthWales,mostly betweenl87l and 1920,but
actual production could have been significantly higfuer
(MacNevin, 1977;Lishmund and Oakes,1989).
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Sample
no.
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Results of diamond lR spectral decomposition
Color

3107 cm '
N(to0
H defect atomic ppm

A defect
percent

rr (A)
cm-1

p (B)
cml

p (D)
cm-,

p (7)
cm r

/ (B)
cm-2

rNA)'
(rC)

Copeton

co1
co4
co5
co6
co8
c09
co10
col1
co13
co14
co17
co18
co20
co21.1
co21.2
co26
co27
co28
co29
co30
co31
co32
co33
co34
co35
co36
co37
co39
DA101
DA122
DA131
Argyle
419
425
426
A27
A47
A417.1
AA't7.2
AA17.3
^.^.17.4
A201
A202
A203
4204
Ellendale4
E413
E417.1
E417.2
E4114
Ellendale-9
E9/9
E9/16
Kalimantan
KALl
KAL2
KAL4
KAL5

CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
BR
CL

93

+
+

CL
CL
T

+
CL
CL

+
CL
CL
CL
CL
BR
CL
CL
CL

+
CL
CL
CL
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR

CL
CL
CL
CL

203
105
166
309
41
363
182
283
630
68
111
1015
945
150
64
773
159
20
568
279
49
202
80
60
167
1220
140
80
237

96
99
77
92
58
50
99
45
83
48
48
95
86
32
33
77
99
35
85
>99
49
72
99
74
82
95
74
48
85
95
54

26.87
16.26
46.73
28.80
28.95
45.90
12.02
49.24
45.44
40.92
90.00
19.33
28.80
98.40
93.30
u.49
19.15
81.39
40.53
5.87
83.19
60.02
14.62
45.20
19.67
17.03
36.80
171.00
3s.80
22.75
38.49

o.44
0.05
4.62
1.04
4.97
10.45
0.06
12.96
3.12
9.97
21.60
o.44
1.80
68.28
66.48
3.33
0.06
51.12
1.96
<0.03
22.28
8.O2
0.06
5.26
1.30
0.34
3.94
69.60
1.75
0.48
8.00

0.00
0.00
0.42
0.00
1.38
3.45
0.00
4.54
0.22
3.17
7.50
0.00
0.00
5.90
4.00
0.36
0.00
3.80
0.38
0.00
5.26
0.61
0.00
0.39
0.19
0.00
0.55
3.50
0.29
0.00
2.10

27.31
16.32
51.76
29.84
35.30
59.79
12.08
66.75
48.78
54.06
11 9 . 1 0
19.77
30.60
't72.58
163.78
38.17
19.21
136.31
42.86
5.90
110.73
68.65
14.68
50.85
2 1. 1 6
17.36
41.29
244.10
37.84
23.23
48.59

3.7
1.1
37.1
7.7
28.7
53.2
0.9
82.0
24.4
60.6
132.0
3.9
12.8
o.s.
o.s.
23.9
1.4
o.s.
15.6
0.0
o.s.
47.8
2.1
27.3
6.8
3.2
26.7
o.s.
16.0
6.4
43.3

1094
1071
1123
1110
1149
1142
1085
1143
1116
1146
1127
1109
1122
1131
1132
1130
1065
1134
1116
<1100
1128
1122
1076
1126
1141
1109
1't32
1112
1118
1104
'1144

63
19
42
10
69
57
57
66
70
65
78
37
206

39
23
42
't4
28
26
34
27
41
14
15
21

0.98
2.23
2.87
't.26
2.85
4.80
4.50
6.60
5.70
8.00
3.35
1.67
12.93

6.18
1.38
3.12
0.69
5.53
4.19
4.20
4.56
5.64
4.O'l
6.87
3.22
14.70

o.42
0.00
0.32
0.00
0.69
0.32
0.34
0.28
0.20
0.24
0.46
o.25
2.O1

7.58
3.61
6.31
1.95
9.07
9.32
9.03
11.€
11.55
12.25
10.68
5.13
29.64

4.4
o.2
4.1
0.8
11 . 0
8.9
8.4
15.0
14.7
14.0
11.7
3.7
45.4

1303
1265
1264
1280
1268
1248
1250
1236
1243
1228
1263
1283
1223

631
480
409
218

95
95
95
96

179.36
136.57
117.00
62.97

3.50
2.91
2.28
1.O2

0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00

183.06
139.48
119.28
63.99

31.9
29.1
31.0
6.5

1059
1064
1065
1075

133
379

67
2

26.49
2.11

3.79
25.58

0.63
7.94

30.91
35.63

19.0
106.0

1146
1241

79
41
298
125

75
87
7
72

17.69
10.76
6.31
26.98

2.02
o.62
23.U
3.45

o.14
0.00
3.90
0.30

19.85
11.39
34.O4
30.73

10.4
1.2
50.5
16.1

1148
1144
1209
114'l

33

+
+
+
+
a

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

CL
CL

+

BR

+

BR

+

/ v o t e : o . s . : o f f - s c a l e ,1 : p r e s e n t , - : a b s e n t , c L : c o l o r l e s s , g g : p a l e b r o w n t o b r o w n , y : p a l e y e l l o w t o y e l l o w .
'N aggregation
temperaturescalculatedusing tMs: 1.6 Ga for CO, E4, Eg, and KAL diamonds,and tM;: 0.4 Gd tor Argyle diamonds.

The sourceof the diamonds is unknown; a number of
local sources seems likely on the basis of the differing
characteristicsof stones from different localities (MacNevin, 1977),with the sourcepipe or pipes perhapsburied beneath thick Tertiary basalt flows. The Copeton
stones are notable for their multiple twinning, which
makes them unusually hard to cut (Joris, 1983). Other

characteristicsof the Copeton stonesare a predominance
of eclogitic paragenesisdiamonds (>800/0)with unusually
heavy d'3Cvalues and an inclusion suite in which coesiteand grossular-rich garnets are conspicuous (Sobolev,
1984).
In this study 39 Copeton diamonds (CO and DA series)
were examined. Most are macles with the dodecahedron
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form, and about a third are pale yellow in color, with the
remainder being colorlessto very pale brown. Common
surfacefeaturesinclude etch pits and channels,striations,
and glide lines; some stoneshave lightly frosted surfaces
and some have green spots causedby radiation damage.
Kalimantan alluvial diamonds
Alluvial diamonds have previously been reported from
three provinces in Kalimantan: the Landak River region
of west Kalimantan, the Barito province of central Kalimantan, and in the Meratus Rangearea of southeastKalimantan, but their primary sourcesare unknown (e.g.,
Bardet, 1977;Bergmanet al., 1988).The Pamali breccia
at the southern end of the Meratus Range was thought
by early workers (see Bardet, 1977) to be a kimberlite
and the Borneo-type source rock for the alluvial diamonds. However, the Pamali breccia has recently been
reinterpreted as a sedimentary conglomerate derived from
local ophiolite complexes(Bergman et al., 1987).
We have studied two stones purchased from a local
dealer in Ngabang close to the workings in the Landak
region(KALI, KAL2), and two more (KALzl, KAL5) were
obtained from a prospect on the Keliam River, a tributary of the Mahakam River, located approximately 150
km northwest of the Barito diamond province. KALI
and 2 are pale yellow and brown dodecahedra,respectively, with chips and surfacecracks (KALI) suggesting
an extensive alluvial history, whereasKAL4 and KAL5
are, respectively, a pale yellow octahedron and a pale
brown dodecahedronwith smooth surfacesand fine striatrons.

thickness will underestimate the actual path length. To
overcome this problem it would normally be necessary
to resort to special sample polishing procedures. This
route, however, was unavailable for most of the diamond
specimenson loan to us, and an alternative method of
determining optical path length, basedon the strength of
the two-phonondiamond latticeband at2O30 cm-1, was
devised. Since this band arises from vibrations of the
carbon array, its strength will be proportional to the path
length of IR radiation and will be independent of N concentration (Kaiser and Bond, 1959). We have measured
the strength of the band at 2030 cm ' for a number of
optically flat diamond specimens, obtaining an absorbance of 0.47 + 0.01 units per mm path length. This
value yields an absorption coefficientof 10.8cm-', slightly less than previously reported values of about 12 cm-'
for the band at 2030 cm-' (e.g.,Smith and Taylor, 1962).
However, this value is dependenton the chosenbaseline,
and for our specimens,reproducibility is increased by
taking a linear baseline between - 2700 cm-' and - I 500
cm t for the pathJength measurement (this accounts for
the lower absorption coefficient).Thus for any nonplanar
stone the strength ofthe band at 2030 cm r, when corrected for nonzero baseline as above, may be divided by
an absorbanceof 0.47 mm-' to obtain an actual path
length.
In Figure I the path length (as determined above) has
beenplotted vs. measuredthickness(usinga micrometer)
for the diamonds of this study. There is generally a l:l
conespondence between measured thickness and path
length for nonplanar diamonds of lessthan about 1.5 mm

ExpnnrvrrNr.LrIR spectra acquisition
IR spectraof the diamond sampleswere recordedover
the range 4000-450 cm I on a Digilab FTS-2OE FTIR
spectrometerusing a Digilab UMA-100 IR microscope
accessoryequipped with a liquid-Nr-cooled MCT detector. Spectrawere recordedin transmission mode at a resolution of 4 cm-' by averagingthe signalsof - 100 scans.
Diamond samples,as fragments, plates, or rough stones
of -0.54.0 mm thickness, were mounted directly on a
variable aperture diaphragm, and spectrawere obtained
on areas250 1rmin diameter. For irregularly shapedspecimens, spectra were recorded at the point of maximum
light transmission through the sample.
For quantitative measurement of the N content, the
optical path length of transmitted radiation through the
diamond sample must be accuratelydetermined. In planar sectionswith parallel sidesthis is simply achievedby
measuring the specimen thickness. In nonplanar stones
determination of path length is not straightforward. Diamonds of common rounded dodecahedralmorphology,
for example, can be expectedto approximate the shape
of a convergent lens so that incident radiation will be
focused through the sample and measured diamond
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Fig. l. Plot ofoptical path length determined from strength
ofthe lattice band at 2030 cm ' vs. measureddiamond thickness
for nonplanar diamonds analyzed in this work. Note departure
ofpath length and thickness due to refraction in the larger diamonds.
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thickness,indicating that refraction efects are only minor
in these smaller stones.For thicknesses>1.5 mm there
is a distinct departure from 1:l behavior, showing that
measurementof thickness sigtificantly underestimatesthe
actual path length as discussedabove.
The above technique is limited to N contents of diamond of lessthan approximately 500 atomic ppm for > I
mm thicknessesbecauseof saturation of the N defect
bands(i.e.,transmittance<lo/o)at higher N contents.This
problem was encountered with about a third of the
Copeton stones under investigation; some of these diamonds (CO17, CO20, COzl, and CO39) were broken to
extract solid inclusions, and the spectrawere then remeasured on smaller fragments (Table l). A number of the
higher N diamonds had intense platelet absorptions that
saturated the IR detector even when smaller fragments
were used; for these casesplatelet intensities are designated "oflscale" in Table l.
Some of the Argyle diamonds initially investigated
(three eclogitic diamonds: 44, 444, A84, and one peridotitic diamond, 4152, all documented by Jaqueset al.,
1989) had absorptions due to N defects that were very
weak and could not be clearly distinguished from background noise; they were thereforenot suitablefor spectral
decomposition.Becauseof their very low N contents(< l0
atomic ppm) these diamonds may be type II specimens
and have not been further consideredin this work.
In a number of the larger diamonds, in particular, the
N contents and proportions ofA and B defectswere found
to be heterogeneouslydistributed from core to rim (cf.
Milledge et al., 1989).This is consistentwith a discontinuous growth history (Swart et al., 1983),as is particularly
evident in coated diamonds (Boyd et al., 1987), or may
reflect growth in an environment where there were fluctuations in/", (e.g.,Meyer, 1985).For the purpose of this
paper, we where possible have chosen only core spectra
and have not investigatedintradiamond differencesin N
content or A./B ratio in any detail (this will form the subject of a future investigation). In Table I the extent of
heterogeneitythat can be expectedusing spectrarecorded
on different areas of specimensAAl7, E4/7, and CO2l
is documented,
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tail. Nonzero baselines in the diamond spectraarisepnncipally from surface reflectance,an effect that is fortunately not appreciably wavelength dependent, and base
line variation in our data set was found to be essentially
uniform with wavenumber over the region of interest.
The spectrum was then scaledto a diamond thicknessof
I cm. Other minor absorptions, occurring mainly below
1000 cm-l and designated G, H, and I by Clark and
Davey (1984b), were not considered in the spectral decomposition. The N3 center,which absorbsin the visible
spectrum and may be responsiblefor the pale yellow color of some of the Copeton diamonds, is typically present
at low concentrationsin diamond (<0.1-lolo accordingto
Woods, 1986) and has similarly not been consideredin
the spectradecomposition procedure.
Pure A, B, and D defect spectraover the range 1500900 cm-' were synthesizedusing Digilab softwareby addition of a seriesof Gaussiancurves to duplicate the digitized spectragiven by Woods (1986, Table Al). The pure
spectrawere then scaledto a N content of 1000 atomic

1282 cm-1

o
c
o
L

a
-o
G

Spectral decomposition
Spectraldecompositionsinto A, B, and D defect components were carried out by a method modified after Clark
and Davey (1984a)and Woods (1986)and separatelyfrom
the pathJength determination. First, the tail of the twophonon diamond lattice absorption was subtractedusing
a synthesizedspectrumwith only two-phonon absorption
featuresfree of the N-induced defect bands. The synthesized spectrumwas generatedfor each sample,using Digilab software, by fitting a smooth background to the re900
I loo
15 0 0
I 300
gion - 1600-500 cm-' of the sample spectrum.
cm-'
wavenumbers
Subtraction ofthe synthesizedbackgroundfrom the original spectrum simultaneouslynormalizes the baseline to
Fig.2. SynthesizedA-, B-, and D-defect IR spectrafor a N
essentiallyzero absorbanceand removes the two-phonon content of 1000 atomic ppm and l-cm diamond thickness.
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Fig. 3. Exampleof the spectraldecomposition
procedure
for
diamondDAl31. Top spectrumis the FTIR absorptionspectrum (scaledand correctedto baseline) over the range1500900cm-l (A + B + D defects);
middlespectrashowresultsafter
subtractionof B-defect(eavingA + D) and A-defectcomponentsQeavingD only),respectively,
andbottomspectrumis the
residualaftersubtractionofthe D-defectcomponent.
The sharp
bandat 1370cm-' (not subtracted)
is the B' absorptiondueto
platelets.
ppm (i.e., 0. I at.o/o)using the absorption coefficientsat
1282 cm-t given by Clark and Davey (1984a).The spectra are illustrated in Figure 2.
Spectraldecompositionswere carried out with the Digilab IMX software package.The pure spectra were sequentially subtracted from the sample spectrain the order A, B, D to achievea zero absorbancebaseline in the
regton 1350-900 cm-'. For sampleswith <900/oA defects a secondsubtraction was performed in the order B,
A, D. There was excellent agreement between the two
subtractions,and the averagevalue is quoted in Table l.
It was found that diamonds rich in A component did not
contain any significant D defect content. An example of
the spectral decomposition for diamond DAl3l is illustrated in Figure 3.

In Table l, the absorbancesper cm thickness of diamond at 1282 cm-t due to A, B, and D defects (representedby symbols pA, pB, and pD, respectively)are given. Total IR active N contents(N,.,/10-3.atomicppm)
were calculated from Equation 3 of Clark and Davey
(1984a):N,", : No + NB + \" : pAl300 + pB/120 +
p.D/50. The constantsin the equationsare absorption coefficients(symbol a) determined at 1282 cm- I . It should
be noted that the B-defect absorption coemcient(aB) determined by Clark and Davey (1984a)is 500/ohigher than
the earlier value reported by Evans and Qi (1982). This
arisesat least in part becauseEvans and Qi did not consider D defectsin their spectral decomposition. The estimated uncertainties in the absorption coefficients are
+7o/ofor aA and probably +10-l5o/o for aB and aD
(Evansand Qi, 1982;Clark and Davey, 1984a).The percentageoftotal N occurring as A defectsis given by 100.
N"/N,o, flisted in the flfth column in Table l) and the
total absorbanceper cm thickness of diamond at 1282
cm-r (i.e.,pA + pB + pD) is given by pI (seeTable l).
The reproducibility ofthe spectral acquisition and decomposition procedurewas testedby duplicate measurements on the sameareasin severalsamples.It was found
that the proportion of A defects(N") was reproducible to
within +40lorelative and N content (N,",) to within +60/o
relative; these errors are significantly lower than the effects of sample heterogeneityand lead to only small uncertainties(< +2'C) in the calculatedN aggregationtemperatures (see later). There is rather more uncertainty
(-+20o/o relative) associatedwith the proportion of Ddefectcomponent (No) becauseof its generallylow abundance,particularly in A-defect-rich samples.However, it
should be pointed out that determination of the D-defect
proportion is essentialin recognizinga coherentN aggregation trend in a diamond population, particularly if Bdefect-rich diamonds are present (Clark and Davey,
1984a).In earlier studies,where D defectshave not been
determined, A/B ratio can only give a qualitative guide
to N ,ggregation state and regularities in the aggregation
path may be obscured.
We found that the effect of uncertaintiesin the absorption coefficients(at the levels quoted above) do not lead
to significant differences in the relative proportions of
either A and B defects or total N contents among the
diamonds studied, although the absolute values will differ. Interpretations made on the basis of the Clark and
Davey (1984a)absorption coemcientsshould thereforebe
valid within the error limits specified.Even outside these
bounds, the effect of an aB value some 20-30o/olower on
total N content is only significant for the B-defect-rich,
high-N diamonds that make up a small proportion of our
data set.
For each spectrum the platelet (or B') peak was integrated over the range 1390-1348cm-' to give an integrated intensity representedby the symbol (B') in Table
I (note that our units differ by a factor often from those
used by Woods, 1986). The high frequency region of the
spectrum was examined for the presenceof the H-defect
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band at 3107 cm-' (Runcimanand Carter, l97l; Woods
and Collins, 1983) which, if present,was usually accompaniedby a weakerband at 1406 cm-'.
N
I

Rnsur-rs

g
o

Relationship betweenplatelet peak strength and
absorptionsdue to A, B, and D defects

(D

Brozel et al. (1978) noted regularitiesin plots of IR
absorption due to platelets as a function of the relative
amount of A defects.This was extendedby Woods (1986),
who showed that a linear (inverse) relationship between
platelet intensity divided by total absorbancelI(B')/ pT1
051015202530
and the proportion of total absorption at 1282 cm-' due
to A defectsGA/ pT) exists in a majority of type Ia diau ( B )( c m - r )
monds (i.e., the regular diamonds). A minority of diaplatelet
intensityvs. strengthof the B-defect
Fig. 5. Plot of
monds, exhibiting platelet degradation,plotted below this
absorption.Symbolsas givenin Figure4. Box outlinesfield of
linear trend and mostly had pNpT <0.4. Woods (1986) regulardiamondsfrom Woods(1986).The plot generallymiralso demonstrated that in diamonds containing only A rors Figure4 but allowseffectivediscriminationof Copetonand
diamondsfrom Argylediamonds.
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defects,no platelet peak occurs. In Figures 4-6 we show
graphically the relationship between 1(B') and the absorbance ofA-. B-. and D defectsfor our data set.
Figure 4 shows a plot of I(B')/ pT (platelet intensity
divided by total absorbance)vs. p.A/y.T(proportion of total absorbance due to A defects). The Ellendale diamonds, three Kalimantan diamonds, two Argyle diamonds, and most of the Copeton diamonds plot within
the linear regular trend of Woods (1986). The majority
of Argyle diamonds show much lower platelet peak intensities than would be expectedfrom their pA/ pT values,
and they clearly fall into the irregular group of Woods.
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Fig. 4. Plot ofplatelet intensity vs. strength ofA-defect absorption divided by total absorption, showing separationofdiamonds into regular and irregular (i.e., platelet-degraded)groups.
The Argyle eclogitic diamond population contains a high proportion of platelet-degradedstones.

Fig. 6. Plot ofplatelet intensity vs. strength ofthe D-defect
absorption. Symbols as given in Figure 4. There appear to be
two groups: one group corresponding to the regular trend of
Woods (1986) and another steepertrend comprising plateletenriched or D-defect-poor diamonds, mostly from Copeton.
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This is consistentwith the spectroscopicwork of Harris
and Collins (1985), who showed that Argyle irregulars
can have pA/pT values as high as 0.88. One diamond
from Kalimantan, KAL4, also falls within the irregular
gloup.
Although the Copeton diamonds have a distribution
shown in Figure 4 that generallyconforms to regular behavior within experimental error, they tend to have
slightly higher platelet intensitiesthan would be predicted
from their y"A/p.Tvaluesand therefore plot above and to
the right of the trend defined by the other regular diamonds. The A-defect-rich Copeton and Ellendale eclogitic diamonds have low to negligible platelet intensities,
consistentwith the observationsof Woods (1986).
The trends seenin Figure 4 are also evident in a plot
of platelet intensity [(B')] vs. absorbanceat 1282 cm I
due to B defects(pB) (Fig. 5). In agreementwirh the findings of Woods (1986), the Argyle diamonds and the Kalimantan irregular plot below the linearly correlated field
of regular diamonds. Someof the Copeton diamonds and
the Ellendale-4 diamonds plot slightly above this trend,
whereasthe Ellendale-9 peridotitic diamonds lie on the
regular trend. The diagram is effective in discriminating
betweeneclogitic diamonds from Argyle and those from
Ellendale-4 and the dominantly eclogitic Copeton diamonds.
In a plot of (B') vs. pD, Woods (1986) showedthat
both regularand irregular diamonds formed a strict linear
trend. A similar plot by Clark and Davey (l98aa) showed
more scatter, but a positive correlation was evident. In
our data, plotted in Figure 6, a linear trend corresponding
to that found by Woods (1986) is similarly identified.
However, a significant portion of the low B-defect diamonds have higher (B') intensities than expectedfrom
their pD intensity and plot as a group above this trend.
In diamonds of low B-defect content the error in determining the proportion of D defectsis large so that at least
some of the diamonds of the high (B') group may reflect
this uncertainty.
The kinetics of A-defect aggregation
In order to obtain geologicallyuseful information from
the A - B aggregationreaction the kinetics ofthe reaction
must be well understood. Evans and Harris (1989) modeled the A - B conversion on the assumption that the
reaction follows second order kinetics (i.e., the rate-determining step involves the combination of two A defects). This assumption seemsa reasonableone in view
of recent models for the formation of the four N-atom Bdefect by bulk diffirsion and interaction of two A defects
in the diamond lattice (Bursill, 1983; Bursill and Glaisher,1985;Woods, 1986).
The second order rate law can be expressedby the
equation -dlAl/d,t : krlAl', where fll : concentration
of A defects, / : time (s), and kz : second-order rate
constant. This expression may be integrated over time
and rearrangedto give an equation for the concentration
of A defectsas a function of the total N content: ft], :

lAlo/0 + krtlAl), where [,4], : A-defect concentration at
time I and [,4]o : initial A-defect concentration. From
chemical reaction theory it can be assumedthat the rate
constant k, will follow an exponential dependency on
temperature by an Arrhenius relationship: k, : 4
exp(-E"/RZ), where A : Arrhenius constant, proportional to the frequency at which two A defectsencounter
eachother during random difusion through the diamond
structure, and E. : activation energy for A - B converslon.
Calibration of the kinetic equations
From the above equationsit is apparentthat the extent
of A - B conversion will depend on the temperature
history of diamond while it was resident at high temperatures in the mantle (the krl term) and its initial N concentration (ftlo). The constants in the kinetic equations
may be determined either from high pressureand high
temperature experiments or from natural diamonds. In
the latter case, in addition to measurement of the diamond's N aggregationstate, independent knowledge of
the diamond's age,ageof emplacementof the kimberlite
or lamproite that brought the diamond to the Earth's surface, and the temperature prevailing during mantle residency is required. The mantle storagetemperature may
not necessarilybe the same as the temperature of diamond formation; for example, a decreasein the geothermal gradient will result in storagetemperaturesthat are
lower than those of diamond formation (seebelow). Evans
and Harris (1989) determined a value of E" from two
Finsch diamonds using a model age of 3.3 Ga (Richardson et al., 1984) and an averagestoragetemperature estimated from olivine-garnet thermometry. A value for
the Arrhenius constant, A, was taken from the high temperature and high pressureexperimental data of Evans
and Qi (1982).
The availability of further experimental data on diamond (Clark and Davey, 1984a) and information from
mineral inclusions in the Argyle eclogitic diamonds giving crystallization age (Richardson, 1986) and equilibration temperaturedata (Jaqueset al., 1989)has prompted
us to attempt refinement of the values of both E and A.
Our approach is to determine E" and A from an Arrhenius plot (a plot of ln k, vs. l/T) so that all the experimental and natural data can be simultaneouslyregressed.
Such a plot should be linear with a slope of E /R and an
intercept of ln(A) if an Arrhenius relationship is valid.
Several uncertainties are introduced in attempting to
use natural diamond data to calibrate the kinetic equations. The first involves the assumptionthat all diamonds
of one paragenesisfrom a particular pipe formed at the
age given by the dating of a suite of inclusions in diamonds of that paragenesis.The good agreementbetween
agesobtained liom 40Ar-3eArlaser-probedating ofpyroxene inclusions from Premier eclogitic diamonds (Phillips
et al., 1989)with that obtained by Sm-Nd isochron dating
for garnet and pyroxene composites (Richardson, 1986)
suggeststhat this assumption may be approximated by at
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least certain diamond populations. On the other hand,
the wide range in Sm-Nd model agesreported by Smith
et al. (1989) for eclogitic garnets from the Finsch pipe
implies that this may not be generally true, and even
within a single locality diamonds of similar paragenesis
might have formed at different times.
Uncertainties are also introduced in assuming that
temperaturesprevailing during a diamond's residencein
the mantle may be equated with crystallization temperaturesobtained by silicate geothermometryfrom isolated
mineral inclusions (i.e., nontouching silicates dispersed
within diamond). If ambient mantle temperatures(:diamond storagetemperatures)rose or fell after diamond
formation (and incorporation of the inclusions) then the
N aggregationprocesswould be acceleratedor retarded,
respectively. This change in temperature would not be
recorded by isolated (nontouching) silicate inclusions; only
adjacent, contacting (touching) grains would reequilibrate. The assumption that crystallization temperature
equateswith mantle storagetemperature would result in
either tiie overestimation or underestimation of the value
of E". The fact that studieshave shown that temperatures
obtained from isolated olivine-garnet inclusion pairs in
diamond are higher than those obtained from chemically
equivalent mineral pairs from the samepipe suggeststhat
cooling and reequilibration of the mantle does take place
after diamond formation in some terranes (Pohkilenko
and Sobolev,1986).
An additional uncertainty is introduced by heterogeneity in the N ,ggregation stateof the diamond. Multiple
periods of growth (and resorption) of diamond are indicated by internal growth zoning (e.g.,Seal, 1965) and by
zoning in C and N isotopic compositions in diamond
(e.g.,Swart et al., 1983;Boyd et al., 1987).Griffin et al.
(1988) inferred from a study of trace element contents in
diamond inclusions that diamonds grew in an open system, possibly over a period of time. Extrapolations and
uncertainties are therefore inherent in linking the N aggregationstatedetermined by IR measurementson a single diamond (or even part of a single diamond) to diamond formation agesand ambient mantle temperatures
inferred from crystallization temperaturesof mineral inclusions.
Nonetheless,errors introduced by the above uncertainties can be minimized by careful selection of diamonds,
and we have adopted the following criteria in selecting
natural diamonds to include in the Arrhenius plot: (1)
Silicate geothermometry must give similar temperatures
for nontouching inclusions in diamond and touching inclusions or geochemicallyequivalent xenoliths (reflecting
constancyof temperatureduring the period of mantle residency). (2) The diamonds must have a well-constrained
and preferably short mantle residencetime (1.*) to minimize the effectsof any cooling or heating following diamond formation. (3) The diamonds ideally should have
residedin the mantle for at least 50 Ma at relatively high
temperatures,preferably > 1200 'C, to minimize the effects of significant changesin mantle residencetempera-
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ture (essentiallycooling) on the progressionof N aggregation, since, as will be shown later, any cooling history
has less effect on diamonds with low A./B defect ratios.
Conditions I and 2 are met by the Finsch diamond
Fl3 and xenolirhsxM48 (Sheeet al.,1982)and HRV247
usedby Evansand Harris (1989). However, diamond F39
has an inclusion temperature 130'C lower than the averagexenolith temperatureof = I 100 "C (Sheeet aI., 1982;
Kessonand Ringwood, 1989).Evans and Harris (1989)
attempted to overcome this problem by simply assigning
a single averagetemperature of I 130 "C to samplesF39,
Fl3, and XM48. This choiceis, however,somewhatarbitrary and, in view of the small number of data points,
we have choseninsteadto regressthe actual temperatures
determined from silicate geothermometryand to exclude
diamond F39 from the regression.
Eclogitic diamonds from Argyle (Jaqueset al., 1989)
have an averageinclusion temperature (both touching and
nontouching) of = 1255 'C (for P : 5.0 GPa) and a short
mantle residency(400 Ma: Richardson, 1986)and therefore meet the criteria I to 3. Becauseindividual inclusion
data are not available for eachof the ten Argyle diamonds
studied (Table l), for the purposesof the Arrhenius plot
we have assignedan averagetemperatureof 1255'C from
Jaqueset al. (1989).This isjustified sincethe ln k, values
span a narrow range and the number of samplesis sufrciently large so that the mean temperature has some statistical significance.
High temperature experimental data on A - B conversion at 2400-2700 oC under pressure was obtained
from the studiesof Evansand Qi (1982) (threedata points
from two natural diamonds) and Clark and Davey (1984a)
(diamonds:A4,D4, Al, and A2). The uncertaintyin experimental temperature was not quoted but for a multiple-anvil high-pressureapparatusofthe type usedin these
studiesit is estimatedto be + 100t (Holloway and Wood,
19 8 8 ) .
Figure 7 showsthe Arrhenius plot using the above data.
Linear regressiongives ,8"/R : 81626 + 1290 K and
ln(A/atomic ppm ' s ') : 13.507 with a regressioncoefficient (r) of 0.998. The temperature dependenceof the
A - B aggregation reaction clearly conforms to Arrhenius-type behavior. The value of E" in eV units is 7.03,
which compares favorably with the mean value of 6.88
eV determined by Evans and Harris (1989). The lower
value of6.5 eV suggested
by Kessonand Ringwood (1989)
is not consistentwith our data.
It has been suggested(Bursill and Glaisher, 1985;
Woods, 1986;Milledge et al., 1989)that diamonds such
as Argyle, which show platelet degradation,may also lose
N to IR inactive sites. Underestimation of total N content, as determined from IR measurements,would result
in higher estimated aggregationtemperatures.Therefore,
ifN had been lost to IR inactive sites in any significant
amount, the Argyle diamonds should record higher temperatures than expected from the Arrhenius regression.
Inspection of Figure 7 suggeststhat this is not the case.
In fact, exclusion of the Argyle diamond data from the
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regressiongives a value for E" only marginally higher
(7.15 eV vs. 7.03 eV), resulting in an averagecalculated
temperature only 14 "C higher than is the case for E":
7.03 eV. This is well within reasonableuncertainties associated with the geothermometric and age data and implies no significant loss in IR active N from A, B, and D
defect sites in Argyle diamonds.
Relationshipsamong temperature,mantle residencytime
(/-*), and N content of diamond
The kinetic equations may be used to model the relationships among the relative proportions of A defects,
storagetemperature,time, and N content of diamond. In
Figures8A-8C we have considereddiamond with aran;ge
of N contents from 0-1250 atomic ppm resident in the
upper mantle for periods (symbol 1.") of 3.2 Ga, 1.6 Ga,
and 0.4 Ga. The residencyperiod of 3.2 Ga is the same
as that determined for Finsch peridotitic diamonds
(Richardson et al., 1984) and a residency of 0.4 Ga has
been determined for Argyle eclogitic diamonds (Richardson, 1986).Plotted on the figuresare a seriesof isotherms
depicting the extent of A - B conversion as a function
of total N concentration. As expected from the kinetic
equations, the extent of conversion at a given temperature increaseswith increasing N concentration. For example, for mantle storagetemperaturesof I100'C a diamond with -1000 ppm N will have undergone
conversion of almost 500/oA defectsto B defectsafter 3.2
Ga. Conversely,at the same temperaturea diamond with
-200 ppm N would only have about 100/o
B defectsafter
3.2 Ga. The plots show that for long storage times for
diamond in the upper mantle, the extent of N defect aggregation will be sensitive to temperatures in the range
1050-1300'C,which agreeswith the resultsof Evansand
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Fig. 8. Results of kinetic modeling of the A - B agelregation
reaction displayedas a seriesofisotherms in plots of0/oA defects
vs. N content for mantle residencetimes of 400 Ma (A), 1600
Ma (B), and 3200 Ma (C). To achievesimilar A - B conversions
to /MR: 3200 Ma, diamond storagetemperaturesmust be 15 'C
higher for tMR: 1600 Ma and 50'C higher for l.^ : 400 Ma.

Harris (1989). At temperatures < 1050'C there is no significant conversion ofA defects, even for diamond formation in Archean times, whereas at temperatures > 1300
oC conversion is near completion after only a few hundred million years. Note that there would be no significant effect on N aggrcgation state resulting from entrapment and transport of diamond in a hot kimberlite or
lamproite melt on the short time scales (-hours, days,
e.g., Spera, 1984) required to transport these magmas and
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Fig. 10. N aggregation
Australasiandiamondsinvestigatedin this study.Ellendale-4
eclogiticdiamondsplot on a low temperatureisotherm (A) in
contrastto Argyleeclogiticdiamondswhichclusterabouta highisotherm(C).The majorityof Copetondiamonds,
temperature
includinglow-N andhigh-Ngroups,plot on a seriesof moderate
temperature
isotherms.A remarkablefeatureof the diagramis
ofdiamondsfrom Ellendale-9,
centralandwest
the coincidence
Kalimantanand Copetonon an isothermat lL45'C (B). This
thesediamondsmay have
similarityin thermalhistorysuggests
their xenocrysts from mantle depths. With increasing had a commonorigin in ancientGondwanaland
subcontinental
temperaturethe shapeof the isotherms changesfrom lin- lithosphere(seetext).
ear to logarithmic, reflecting the dominance of the Arrhenius term at higher temperatures.
To achieveA - B conversionscomparableto those for 1300'C, followedby coolingand a further 1550-Maevot**:3.2 Ga, storagetemperaturesfor diamonds resident lution at temperatures
of 1050, 1100,and 1150'C. For
in the mantle for only 1.6 Ga (/**: 1.6 Ga) must be 15 the 1200'C initial tsmperature,final I"o values are I I 15,
'C higher than those where lr" : 3.2 Ga. For an even 1123, and 1157 'C, which compares with the timeshorter mantle residencetime, fr* : 0.4 Ga, tempera- weightedaveragetemperaturesof 1055, I 103, and I 152
tures must be 50'C higher. Since most silicate geother- "C, respectively.For the 1300'C initial temperature,final
mometers are accurateto only +30-50'C, it is evident Z*o values are all close to l2l0 "C; the corresponding
that the kinetic equations cannot, as yet, b€ used to pro- weightedaveragesare 1059, 1106,and I 155 .C.
vide a very accurateestimate of diamond age.However,
It is evident from the above data that the final Z*o
it should be possible to distinguish between an ancient values do not, in general,correspond to a simple timediamond population with /MR- l-3 Ga (i.e., a Protero- weighted mean temperature but are affected more by the
zoic to Archean age)and a much younger diamond pop- higher temperature evolution stage.However, provided
ulation with tM* -0.014.3 Ga (i.e., a Phanerozoicage). mantle storage temperatures do not differ by more than
It should be noted that diamond age : /MR+ ageof kim- about 50'C from diamond formation temperatures,then
berlite or lamproite host.
ZNAwill be closeto the time-weighted mean and can thus
In the above discussionwe have assumedthat storage serve as a geothermometer.As shown by the lower curve
temperatures remained constant during the diamond's in Figure 9, if l"NAexceedsabout 1200 oC,then such valresidenceperiod in the mantle. If this is not the casethen ues will not record any significant cooling history. An
the storage temperature determined from the N-defect important point is that fioo values alone cannot yield
aggregation state (which we have designated 4uJ will be information on the magnitude or duration of changesin
an average value reflecting rising or falling geothermal ambient mantle temperatures.Additional data from silgradientsin the mantle. Z*o may thereforenot necessarily icate inclusion and xenolith geotherrnometrycan provide
correspond to temperatures determined from diamond useful constraints on such changeshowever.
inclusions that record the formation temperature (nontouching types) or the last metamorphic reequilibration Application of the kinetic equationsto Argyle,
temperature affecting diamond (touching inclusions). This Ellendale, Kalimantan, and Copeton diamonds
behavior is illustrated in Figure 9, which showsthe effect
In Figure l0 are plotted the percentageofA defectsvs.
on N aggregation of two stagesof temperature evolution.
total N content (N.,) for the Argyle, Ellendale,KalimanThe first stageis 50-Ma evolution at either 1200 "C or tan, and Copeton diamonds. For graphical purposesthe
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Copeton diamonds have been divided into a high N group
(>500 ppm N with mostly pale yellow colors) and a low
N group (<400 ppm N and mostly colorless). As will
become apparent from the results given below, many of
the diamonds have N aggregationtemperaturesthat conform closely to the isotherms predicted by the kinetic
equations as illustrated in Figure 8. The assumption of
second-orderkinetics for the A - B aggregationreaction
therefore appearsto be a valid one.
Ellendale-4 eclogitic diamonds. The Ellendale-4 eclogitic diamonds comprise a suite of A-defect dominant
diamonds that show little variation in the extent of conversion of A defects with N concentration and define a
linear low-temperature isotherm in Figure l0 (cf. Fig.
8). If these diamonds are Proterozoic in age and formed
at about the same time as the Argyle eclogitic diamonds
(so that /yp : 1.6 Ga using a Miocene age for the Ellendale lamproites) then they evolved in cool lithosphere
: 1066 + 7(lo) 'C. If they are youngerthan 1.6
with
"^
Ga, for example,0.4 Ga, then Z*o would be 1100 "C.
These temperaturescontrast with the much higher temperatures >1200 oC experiencedby Argyle eclogitic diamonds.
Silicate inclusion geothermometry allows some constraints to be placed on the age of the Ellendale-4 diamonds. Two piecesof evidence suggestthat they are much
younger than Argyle diamonds. First, the average fio^
value of 1066 .C calculated for l.* : 1.6 Ga lies on the
graphite-diamond transition or just within the graphite
stability field for typical shield geotherms (40-44
mWm-2), indicating that a residencetime of 1.6 Ga must
representthe maximum possible value. Second,the garnet-clinopyroxene inclusion temperature of I I 15 'C determined by Jaqueset al. (1989) for an Ellendale-4 eclogitic diamond gives a calculated residencytime of = 150
Ma, indicating a Mesozoic age. Provided this temperature is representativeof the diamond population and no
significant lithosphere cooling has occurred-and these
appear to be reasonableassumptionssince 1115 'C is
close to the averagetemperature (1123 "C) recorded by
Ellendale peridotitic diamonds (see later)-then a Phanerozoic age is the most likely for the Ellendale-4 eclogitic diamonds. At about I I 15 "C an uncertainty of + 30
"C indicates a correspondinguncertainty bracket in l*" of
500-50 Ma.
Copeton diamonds. At present there are no geothermometric or isotopic data available for the Copeton diamonds, and therefore detailed constraintson IMRare not
possible.We have assumedfor comparativepurposesthat
l**: 1.6 Ga; if /r" is lessthan 1.6 Ga, as suggested
by
the absenceof Precambrian crust in the Copeton region
(Wyborn, 1989),the averagemantle storagetemperatures
will be higher (seeFig. 8).
Both the high and low N Copeton diamonds are representedin Figure l0 by a seriesof moderate-temperature
isotherms. The temperaturedistribution is shown in Figure 11. The isotherms appearto be essentiallycontinuous
acrossthe two diamond groups,and no platelet-degraded

diamonds are present.The highest temperatureisotherm
at 7"o : ll44 "C (for l*" : 1.6 Ga) or ll79 "C (for /.*
: 0.4 Ga) is the best defined (see Fig. l0) and is constrained by six low-N diamonds [o standard deviation
(sd) : 3 'Cl. The temperature data suggestfurther iso1.6 Ga; definedby
therms4t Zo,o: ll32"C (for /'":
five points; lo sd : 2 "C), at ZNo : I 125 'C (for l** :
1.6 Ga; definedby five points; lo sd: 3 "C) and at Z^o
: 1110 "C (for ton.: 1.6 Ga; definedby eight points; lo
sd : 5 "C). Six of the Copeton diamonds with < 100 ppm
N have Z"o valuesbelow ll00'C. One of these(CO30)
has negligible platelet intensity, indicating low temperature storageor short-term mantle residency.
In the high-N diamonds CO3 and CO39, coesite has
been identified as an inclusion, indicating that these belong to the eclogitic paragenesis.The smaller proportion
of the diamonds that are peridotitic are therefore likely
to be representedby a portion of the lower N colorless
stones.
Kalimantan and Ellendale.9 peridotitic diamonds.Three
of the Kalimantan alluvial diamonds (two from western
Kalimantan and one from central Kalimantan) and one
Ellendale peridotitic diamond (E9l9) lie on an isotherm
at Z*n : I145 "C (lo sd : 4'C) for /'" : 1.6 Ga (or ?"'on
: I180 oC for l*" : 0.4 Ga), coincident with the highest
temperature Copeton isotherm describedabove.
The other central Kalimantan diamond, KAL4, and
Ellendalediamond, E9/16, have 7*^ values(for /yp : 1.6
Ga) of 1209 "C and l24l'C, respectively,and have experiencedmuch higher temperatures,consistent with an
origin near the base of the lithosphere. KAL4 is also a
platelet-degradeddiamond, a characteristic of most Argyle eclogitic diamonds. However, other featuressuch as
absenceofH defectsand a higher N content indicate that
it must have grown and evolved in a mantle environment
that was distinct from that hosting the Argyle eclogitic
surte.
Temperaturesdetermined for four peridotite suite inclusions from Ellendale-4 peridotitic diamonds (none was
available from Ellendale-9) using the recent pyroxene
thermometer of Brey (1989) for P : 5.0 GPa give a range
of values:1096-1149'C (mean ll23 + 22'C). Two higher temperatures, 1175 and 1235 "C, were recorded for
garnet-olivine and pyroxenepairs by Jaqueset al. (1989).
This range of temperatures is in broad agreementwith
the T*o valuesof diamonds E9l9 and E9l16 if they formed
during late Archean to mid-Proterozoic times.
Argyle eclogitic diamonds. Argyle eclogitic diamonds
are characterizedby low N contents(mostly < 100 atomic
ppm), high proportions of B defects,the presenceof H
defects,and platelet degradation. In Figure 10, the data
points do not lie on a single isotherm but have a distribution about a mean value (1262 "C) as shown by the
histogram in Figure 11. This compares with the distribution of garnet-clinopyroxeneinclusion crystallization
temperatures about a mean of 1247 "C determined by
Jaqueset al. (1989). The lower and higher diamond inclusion temperatures(<1200 'C and >1400 "C) recog-
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nized by Jaqueset al. (1989) are not representedamong
our data set, possibly as a consequenceof thermal reequilibration of the diamonds during mantle storage.The
two pale yellow stones(A201 and 4204) record the lowest N aggregationtemperatures,! 1225 "C, and the possibility existsthat they representa time-temperaturepopulation distinct from the more common brown stones
(i.e., formed in a lower P-I environment or at a slightly
later time).
H defects
All the Argyle eclogitic diamonds studied show the
presenceofH defectsidentified by the absorption at 3 107

cm r. Most of the Copeton high-N diamonds also contain H defects.In the other diamonds of the data set, H
defectsoccur sporadically, and their occurrencedoes not
clearly correlatewith other parameters.The irregular diamond KAL4 doesnot contain H defects,indicating that
platelet degradation and H-defect formation are probably
not related processes.
Heterogeneityin N distribution
The extent that heterogeneities in N distribution aflect
Z*o has been investigated for diamonds COzl, AAl7,
and E4/ 7 (Table l). For CO2 I andB4/7, N content varies
by *7o/o and =l5o/0, respectively, in the two areas ex-
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amined in eachsample;the percentageof A defects,however, varies sympathetically,and Z*o differs only by I "C.
Thus there is no evidencefor a multistage growth history
separatedby long time intervals in these samples, and
variations in N content are presumably due to N depletion in the diamond growth medium.
In diamond AAl7, N content varies by about 20010,
but
the proportion ofA defectsdoes not vary sympathetically, resulting in a 14 oC spread in temperatures.This differenceis sufficientto suggesta multistagegrowth history
but one within the generalgrowth environment of other
Argyle diamonds (rather than a regime fundamentally
distinct in P, T, fo2, and time, as is the casefor the coats
on certain diamonds: Chrenko et al., 7967; Haggerty,
1986;Boyd et al., 1987).This view is supportedby the
similarity in 6r3Cvalues (varying from only -10.6 to
-ll.}Vm) determined on different portions of AAIT
(Jaqueset al., 1989).
DrscussroN AND coNcLUsroNS
Nature of diamond sourceregionsof the Kimberley Block
Figure l0 illustrates the distinct differencein the timetemperaturecharacteristicsof eclogitic and peridotitic diamonds from Argyle, Ellendale-4, and Ellendale-9. Of
particular note is the contrast between the highly aggregated but N-poor Argyle eclogitic diamonds of the East
Kimberley region and the poorly aggregatedbut N-rich
Ellendale eclogitic diamonds of the West Kimberley region. Although they have very different N aggregation
characteristics,both thesediamond populations were resident in subcontinental lithosphere underlying the Proterozoic mobile belts that flank the eastern and southwestern margins of the Kimberley craton (Jaqueset al.,
1986).Xenolith studieshave demonstratedthat the lithosphere of this region has a thickness comparable to the
lithospheric roots beneathArchean cratons (Jaqueset al.,
1990). This has led to the hypothesis that there may be
little differencein lithospheric thicknessbetweenArchean
cratons and cratonized early Proterozoic mobile belts; alternatively, the mobile belts are underlain by Archean
lithosphere. Some constraints on these alternatives are
provided by the N aggregationdata.
Argyle eclogitic diamonds. The Argyle eclogitic diamonds are thought to have been resident near the base
of the lithosphere following their formation approximately 200 Ma after cratonization of the Kimberley block
at - I .8 Ga (Jaqueset al., 1989, 1990).During their 400
Ma residencyperiod, prior to emplacementat the surface,
an event (or events) took place that caused extensive
platelet degradation. This event was probably also responsible for the predominance of plastic deformation
textures among the Argyle diamonds. At present, the
causesof platelet degradation are speculative, but high
temperaturescombined with shearing stressmay be important factors in promoting degradation(Woods, 1986).
If this is so, then the Argyle diamonds may have recorded
a continental rifting or migration event reflecting prox-

imity to upwelling asthenosphericmantle at the base of
the lithosphere (cf. Haggerty, 1986).
The Arygle eclogitic diamonds are distinct from the
small percentageof Argyle diamonds that carry peridotitic inclusions. These latter diamonds do not show the
marked resorption and deformation featuresdisplayedby
the eclogitic population and so have evidently not experienced a similar thermomechanicalhistory, despite also
having an origin near the base ofthe lithosphere (Jaques
et al., 1990). If the Argyle eclogitic lithosphere resulted
from accretion to basal peridotitic lithosphere (cf. Helmstaedtand Schulze,1989)sometimebetween1.6 and,1.2
Ga, then the platelet-degradednature of the Argyle diamonds may reflect transport of diamondiferous eclogite
through hot, convective asthenospherefrom a sourceregion remote from its eventual East Kimberley location.
Ellendale eclogitic and peridotitic diamonds. In contrast to the Argyle eclogitic diamonds, the Ellendale-4
eclogitic diamonds of the West Kimberley region do not
record any platelet degradationeventsand have been resident in relatively cool, stablelithosphere. Geothermometry constraints dictate that they must be significantly
younger than the Argyle diamonds. This suggeststhe diamondiferous eclogitic lithosphere of the East and West
Kimberley regions have had separateorigins in both space
and time.
The N defect aggregationstate of the two Ellendale-9
peridotitic diamonds studied is also consistentwith prolonged stability of the West Kimberley subcontinental
lithosphere. The regular, B-defect-rich diamond E9l16
has not experienced platelet degradation and has evidently had a long undisturbed mantle history at relatively
high temperatures.This indicates probable storagenear
the baseof the lithosphere from Archean to mid-Proterozoic times. Diamond E9l9 belongsto a separatepopulation that is either younger thanE9/16 or was resident in
a cooler, interior portion ofthe lithosphere.
The role of subduction in the genesisof Kimberley diamonds. The above discussion emphasizesthe range of
diamond source regions in lithosphere underlying the
mobile belts of the Kimberley block. We find that diamond formation is not restricted to one particular time
interval but that conditions suitable for diamond formation have evidently existed throughout the history of
the block. The stability of the West Kimberley lithosphere suggeststhat the western mobile belt (the King
Leopold mobile belt) is underlain by Archean subcontinental lithosphere of the Kimberley craton, whereasthe
East Kimberley lithosphere (Halls Creek mobile belt) has
been underplated by eclogite and may represent the
boundary zone betweentwo tectonic blocks (Jaqueset al.,
1990).
The mechanisms by which diamondiferous eclogites
are incorporated into stablesubcontinentallithosphere at
times well after cratonization is an intriguing problem.
The phenomenon is evidently common to other cratonic
areas such as the Kaapvaal craton, where multiple Proterozoic eclogite formation events, in some casesessen-
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tially synchronous with kimberlite magmatism, are recorded (e.g.,Philips et a1.,1989).Such observationsare
at least partly reconcilable with recent models that suggesteclogitesrepresentformer basaltic crust (in part modified by remelting) that has accretedonto the base of the
lithosphereduring shallow-anglesubduction (Helmstaedt
and Gurney, 1984; MacGregor and Manton, 1986;
Helmstaedt and Schulze, 1989; Kesson and Ringwood,
1989).
In the caseof East Kimberley lithosphere, we interpret
the diamond formation event as occurring in a remote
location (in subductedcrust beneath a continental block
adjacent to the Kimberley craton?), whereas for that of
West Kimberley, diamond formation probably took place
in situ at a time well after cratonization. It is diftcult to
envisagehow subductioncould be responsiblefor eclogite
formation in proximity to old cratonic nuclei that have
no record of postcratonizationorogenicactivity. Eclogitic
diamond formation must therefore reflect the operation
of additional processes.
One such processoffering a plausible explanation for
eclogitic diamond formation is the redox melting model
discussedby Green et al. (1987) and Taylor and Green
(1988, 1989).Diamond formation was interpretedto result from interaction between relatively oxidized mantle
material (e.g., subducted basalt previously incorporated
at the base of the lithosphere) and reduced mantle C-OH fluids. Such fluids could cause remelting of eclogitic
lithosphere and concentration of diamond or graphite in
the melt residues,provided sufficient initial redox contrast existsbetweenthe fluid and rock (Taylor and Green,
1989).Subductedbasalt (/", = FMQ) would be a suitable
host for melting and diamond precipitation by interaction with CH. bearing reduced (6, < MW) mantle fluids.
By this mechanism ancient eclogitic material stored at
the base of the lithosphere can be enriched in diamond
by localized fluid activity at any stageduring the history
of the craton. C enrichment may also take place within
the slab during subduction (see Fig. 6 of Green et al.,
l 987).
It follows from this mechanism that the large range of
D13Cvalues (-+3 to -30Vu), typical of eclogitic diamonds (Sobolevet aI., 1979;Deines, 1980;Sobolev, 1984;
Deines et al., 1989), can be accounted for by variable
input of recycled crustal C from the original subducted
basalts and input of mantle C (6'3C x -5V*) from the
C-O-H fluid phase.Since Ellendale-4 eclogitic diamonds
have a mean 6'3Cvalue of -4.9Vm (Jaqueset al., 1989),
we predict minimal crustal C input in this caseand hence
diamond enrichment of originally C-poor eclogitic lithosphere.For Argyle diamonds, which have an averageD'3C
x' -llVm, a recycled crustal carbon component is infened (Jaqueset al., 1989, 1990).
Although the number of samples for which we have
both '3C isotopic data and N data is small (isotopic data
listed in Jaqueset al., 1989),we find that on a plot of 13C
vs. N content diamonds from Argyle and Ellendale cluster into two separategoups. Ellendale diamonds show a
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correlation with a largerangeof N connegativeDr3C-N,",
tents reminiscent of the trend identified for a portion of
the peridotitic diamonds from Finsch and Premier (Deines
et al., 1989; Fig.2), whereasArgyle diamonds show no
6t'C-N,o, correlation and have low N and 13Ccontents.
Deines et al. (1989) have suggestedthat low N diamonds
may be characteristic of high temperature and low /o,
formation environments, and this is in agreementwith
the conditions determined for the Argyle diamond source
region (Jaqueset al., 1989, 1990). It is not clear what
processescause the negative dl3c-N,o, correlation observed for Ellendale and some South African diamonds.
A commondiamond sourceregion in subcontinentalmantle of northeasternGondwanaland?
A remarkable feature of Figure l0 is the coincidence
of diamonds from westernKalimantan (two stones),central Kalimantan (one stone),Ellendale-9 (one stone),and
Copeton (six stones) on a single time-temperature isotherm correspondingto I 145oCfor l.* : I .6 Ga (or I 180
oC for t"n* : 0.4 Ga). To achieve such a tightly constrained isotherm, we propose that thesediamonds have
had similar mantle residencetimes and have experienced
very similar thermal histories.If the diamonds originated
in unrelated subcontinental lithosphere, it would seem
remarkable that such coincidence could be achieved in
view of the very different tectonic, thermal, and magmatic histories expectedfor separatelithospheric blocks.
Therefore, the distinct possibility exists that these diamonds originated in a common ancient subcontinental
lithospheric source region now geographicallydispersed
by more recent tectonic processes.It follows from this
argument that, since Ellendale diamonds were erupted at
the surface during the Miocene, the alluvial Kalimantan
and Copeton diamonds must have been extracted from
the mantle at a similar time in order for them to plot on
the same isotherm. We find that a mantle extraction age
of 150-5 Ma (i.e., mid Mesozoic to late Tertiary) for the
Kalimantan and Copeton diamonds would be within the
uncertainty limits of the Z"o data, provided the mantle
residencyperiod exceededabout I Ga.
Kalimantan diarnonds. The possibility of a common
lithospheric diamond source now geographically dispersedcan be explored in the light ofrecent paleotectonic
reconstructions of the Australasian (i.e., northeastern
Gondwanaland) region during the Phanerozoic. In the
Paleozoicand early Mesozoic, the tectonic setting of this
region was dominated by the separation of microcontinental fragments from the northern Gondwanaland margin. Some of these fragments were incorporated as "exotic" terranes on the south and southeasternmargin of
the Asian continent @arber, 1985;Burrett and Stait, 1987;
Metcalfe, 1988; Audley-Charles, 1988). The so-called
Sundaland continental core of southeast Asia is composed of Gondwanaland fragments that amalgamatedwith
Asia during the Mesozoic (Metcalfe, 1988). It comprises
the Sibumasu or Shan-Thai block (Peninsula Malaysia,
Thailand, eastern Burma, Sumatra), the East Malaya
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block, the Indochina block, and the West Borneo block
(which includes the known diamond provinces of Kalimantan). The Indochina and West Borneo blocks were
probably connected prior to the opening of the South
China Seain the Tertiary.
There is much evidenceto indicate that the Sibumasu
terrane of western Sundalandwas contiguouswith northwest Australia in pre-Permian times (Burrett and Stait,
1985, 1986).The presenceof detrital diamonds in Carboniferous sediments of glacial origin in Thailand was
originally used as evidenceby Ridd (1971) for placement
of southeastAsia against India-the only regional diamond source then known. The subsequentdiscovery of
diamondiferous rocks in the Kimberley region, which in
addition to the Argyle and Ellendale lamproite pipes include highly eroded diamondiferous kimberlites in the
North and East Kimberley regions(Atkinson et al., 1984;
Jaqueset al., 1986), is now consistentwith Australia being that diamond source.
The easternterranes of Sundaland (Indochina and West
Borneo) are thought to have separatedfrom the northern
Gondwanalandmaryin in the early Paleozoic,well before
the separation of Sibumasu from Australia (Metcalfe,
1988). It is unlikely, therefore, that the Kalimantan diamonds have a detrital source related to Permo-Carboniferous glaciation of the Australian hinterland. Instead,
the coincidence of diamonds on the isotherm in Figure
l0 suggeststhat the Kalimantan diamonds are derived
from local primary sourcesthat sampled remnant Gondwanaland subcontinental lithosphere sometime during
the mid Mesozoic to Tertiary. This implies that West
Borneo (and the originally adjoined Indochina block) was
contiguous with northwest Australia in Precambrian
trmes.
We speculate that common diamondiferous lithosphere of a large northeastern Gondwanaland cratonic
region may have underlain parts of northern Australia
and the proto-southeast Asian blocks in Precambrian
times. The present Kimberley block may be a remnant
of this larger region. During the Paleozoic, continental
fragmentsbearing this ancient lithosphere were incorporated into southeastAsia. Migration of these fragments
evidently did not result in destruction of their lithospheric diamond content (e.g.,by lithosphere delamination) as
has been proposedby Haggerty (1986) to explain the diamond-poor nature of South American cratons. One might
expect, however, that some of the diamond population
would record evidence of thermal and mechanical changes
associatedwith continental breakup and migration. The
presenceof an irregular diamond with high Z"o among
the Kalimantan alluvials is consistentwith this interpretation.
There is some independent evidence to suggestthat
remnant subcontinental lithosphere may exist beneath the
southeastAsian region. In the Sunda Arc region, south
of Kalimantan, arc volcanic rocks of ultrapotassicaffinity
are abundant. Their curious distribution and geochem-

istry (which have certain similarities with the lamproites
of northwestern Australia) led Varne (1985) to postulate
on origin for theserocks involving the melting of an ancient Gondwanaland continental lithospheric component. Similarly in the Indochina and West Borneo blocks
the occurrenceof unusual potassic intrusives and volcanics (cocites and kajanites), that have afrnities to minettesand lamproites (Bergmanet al., 1988, Wagner and
Velde, 1986;Wagner, 1986),may also indicate the presence of Gondwanaland lithosphere with characteristics
similar to the sourceregion oflamproites in northwestern
Australia. These observations are consistent with the view
of Bergman et al. (1987) that lamproite is the most likely
primary sourcefor some of the Kalimantan diamonds.
Copetondiamondsof easternAustralia. The occurrence
of alluvial diamond deposits in the fold-belt terranes of
easternAustralia is enigmatic. This region was part of the
active orogenic margin of easternGondwanaland during
the Paleozoicand Mesozoic (Wyborn, 1989)and was the
focus for extensive basaltic volcanism accompanied by
elevated geothermal gradients during the Tertiary
(O'Reilly and Griffin, 1985). This tectonic environment
is clearly not conducive to diamond formation and preservation as conventionally understood (i.e., the association of diamond with thick, cool cratonic lithosphere)yet
alluvial diamond deposits are known from throughout
the region (MacNevin, I 977; Lishmund and Oakes,1989).
An important question is whether there is a role for Precambrian subcontinentallithosphere in the generationof
the easternAustralian diamonds.
The New England Fold Belt, in which the Copeton diamonds occur, is a complex Paleozoic continental-margin accretionarydomain composedof various microcontinental fragments, none of which is believed to be of
particularly exotic derivation (Cawoodand Leitch, 1985).
No Precambrian crustal rocks are known from the New
England Fold Belt. The adjacent,early PaleozoicLachlan
and Thomson Fold Belts, however, include a number of
Precambrian blocks that are thought to have been dispersed as microcontinents during the Proterozoic
(Scheibner,1985).Although parts of easternAustralia are
built on ancient lithosphere, much of the original Precambrian crustal history is obscure becauseof more recent tectonic overprinting.
The occurrenceof a portion of the low-N Copeton diamonds on the isotherm at fNA : 1145 oC,common to
West Kimberley and Kalimantan lithospheres, suggests
that Copeton diamonds occurred in ancient lithosphere
of northeastern Gondwanaland derivation. This implies
either (l) that Precambrian lithosphere may underlie parts
of the New England Fold Belt but has no crustal expression or (2) that the Copeton source is not local but is
derived from a Precambrian block farther to the west.
Becauseof the similarities between Copeton and Kalimantan diamonds, we favor the former interprelation.
The absenceof platelet-degradeddiamonds among the
Copeton stones,however, arguesagainsta Copeton litho-
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spheric source that has experienceda prolonged migratory history following diamond incorporation; a northern
Australian sourcefor this lithosphere seemslikely.
The diamonds belonging to the isotherm at ll45 "C
are postulated to be of Proterozoic age and peridotitic
affinity by analogy with the Ellendale-9 diamonds. The
majority (>800/0)of the Copeton diamonds are, however,
ofeclogitic parentageand have a rangeof Z*o values (Fig.
l0) reflecting differing depths of origin within the lithosphereor different times of diamond formation. It is not
possible with the present data to decide whether diamonds constrained to these isotherms correspondto different primary volcanic pipe sources.Since there are as
yet no detailed ageconstraintson formation of the Copeton eclogitic diamonds, an agerange from early Proterozoic to Mesozoic can be inferred.
To generatethe required degreeofN aggregationamong
the eclogiticCopetondiamonds,the lithospheremust have
been within the diamond stability field for at least 20 Ma
for storagetemperaturesas high as 1300 oC and considerably longer for lower temperature storage(seeFig. 9).
If the eclogite source is subducted crust, then this crust
must have been stabilized (i.e., anchored)by attachment
to rigid lithosphere for a long period. This precludes
models for the origin of Copeton diamonds involving
rapid uplift of newly subducted, cold eclogitic crust or
obduction of cold ophiolite peridotite (e.g., Nixon and
Bergman, 1987)in a collisional arc environment. A deeply subducted source is also not possible, since pyroxene
solid solution is absentfrom garnetinclusions in Copeton
diamonds (Sobolev, 1984), limiting the source region to
a depth of lessthan 250 km (-7.5 GPa) (Irifune et al.,
l 989).
The distinctive heavy 0'3Cvalues of Copeton eclogitic
diamonds (-0 to *2%n), combined with the unusual
coesite-rich and AlrOr-undersaturated (i.e., kyanite-absent) nature of the inclusion suite (which is atlpical of
other calcic inclusion suites such as grospydites),is evidencefor the involvement of crustal carbon (marine carbonates?)and siliceouscalc-silicatesin their genesis.Clinopyroxeneinclusions analyzedby Sobolev (1984) range
from magnesian(Mg no. 98.2), low AlrOr, NarO compositions, having affinity with diopsides found in calcsilicate metasediments, to omphacitic pyroxenes more
typical ofbasaltic derivation. These observationsled Sobolev (1984) to postulate a volcanogenic-sedimentary
protolith, although saussuritized(i.e., Ca-metasomatized)
gabbros,formed by hydrothermal alteration, may also be
suitable protoliths, provided the bulk compositions are
sufficiently silica-rich.
The high N content of the yellow Copeton diamonds
is of interest, since eclogite protoliths (i.e., basalts, gabbros, and their hydrothermally altered equivalents) are
strongly N depleted(containing < l-10 ppm N: Wotzka,
1972;Hall, 1988)and deep-mantleN sources(e.g.,Javoy
et al., 1984;Boyd et al., 1987)are unlikely contributors
in view of the strictly crustal d'3C signature of Copeton
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diamonds. A possible N source for these diamonds is
crustally derived N carried into the diamond stability field
as a component of phlogopitic mica with NHo * K substitution, the volatile nitrogenous component being
releasedon phlogopite decomposition at -6.5 GPa (Tatsumi, 1989). This tends to favor a role for metasedimentary rather than metaigneous calc-silicates, since
magnesianphlogopite, with the necessaryhigh-pressure
stability, is a common accessoryphasein calc-silicatemetasediments.
For the Copeton eclogitic diamonds, a subduction-related, recycled crustal source including basaltic and siliceous calc-silicate elements accrete*lonto old, remnant
microcontinental lithosphere derived from northeastern
Gondwanaland margin appearsmost likely. Becausethe
elevated geothermal gradients that prevailed during the
Tertiary in easternAustralia (O'Reilly and Grifrn, 1985)
would have generatedconditions unsuitable for diamond
survival at depth, and noting the N aggregationconstraints discussedabove, we favor a volcanic pipe (or
pipes) of mid-to late Mesozoic ageas the primary source.
Concluding remarks and future applications
We have demonstratedthat the N aggregationcharacteristics of diamond can be usedto identify distinct timetemperature populations among pipe and alluvial diamonds. Thesefeaturesreflect the nature and evolution of
the lithospheric source. In the case of the Kimberley
lithosphere the picture of diamond distribution in space
and time is shown to be more complex than the idealized
model of Haggerty (1986). We have shown that formation of the Australasiandiamonds is not restricted to one
particular time interval, and therefore a regular distribution of A/B defect ratios with lithospheric depth of the
diamond sourceis not necessarilyvalid. Furthermore, we
have shown that N content of diamond is not useful as
an indicator ofparagenetic association,since eclogitic diamonds as well as those of peridotitic affinity can have a
large range of N contents. A similar conclusion was also
reachedby Deines et al. (1989) from studies of Premier
and Finsch diamonds. In eclogitic diamonds, high N contents presumably reflect N input from deep-mantle sources
(e.g., Ellendale-4 diamonds) or recycled sedimentary
sources(e.g.,Copeton high-N goup), whereaslow N contents (e.9.,Argyle) reflect the N-improverished nature of
recycledbasalticcrust. N contentsmay also be influenced
by the nature of the crystallization environment, particularly temperature and ,f", (Deines et al., 1989).
An important implication ofthis study is that diamond
may persistin dispersedmicrocontinental lithosphere despite the extensivelithosphere thinning that must accompany continental fragmentation. In casessuch as Kali
mantan and Copeton, where the oldest local crustal rocks
are Paleozoic, the crust may be effectively decoupled from
an underlying older lithospheric diamond sourceregion.
The Australasiandiamonds do not conform to the general observation that peridotitic diamonds have formed
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and evolved at lower temperatures than eclogitic diamonds (e.g.,Gurney, 1989).Sinceproblemswith calibration of the silicate geothermometersand uncertainty in
pressureestimatesmay contribute to the observed temperature difference between peridotitic and eclogitic suites,
it would be of value to use N aggregationdata to investigate this trend in a large number of samples.
We have shown that a diamond population can be
characterizedby its N content, extent ofaggregation ofA
defects (Z*^ value for a known or assumed /."), and
platelet degradation state; the last mentioned is sensitive
to thermomechanicalevents in the host lithosphere and
may be indicative of contintental rifting or migration.
Thus diamond should prove effective as a tracer in paleotectonicreconstructions(as discussedabove),in provenance studies of alluvial or detrital diamonds, and in
deducing the thermal evolution of continental lithosphere, particularly when combined with additional
geothermometric and geochronologicaldata. In applications to diamond provenance,sourcecharacteristicsofa
statistically significant sample of alluvial diamonds may
be compared with known primary diamonds, thus allowing identification of unrecognizedcontributory sources.
The degree of uniformity in spatial distribution of diamond populations within an alluvial field may also be of
value in deciding whether local or distal diamond sources
are involved.
A useful future application will be in understandingthe
relationships among microdiamonds, macrodiamonds,
and their host magma. Preliminary studies of cubic microdiamonds from northern Australia using IR microscopy show that they contain l00o/oA defects with no
platelet development. These featuresare consistent with
short-term mantle storage and the possibility of magmatic crystallization (cf. Boyd et al., 1987).
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